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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. RATIONALE 

Language plays an important role in communication through 

which we convey our ideas, thoughts and desire. Most language in 

the world have particular linguistic devices to refer to time. Language 

helps us explain what we mean. When we communicate, we assume 

that all messages must be put in context such as location where we 

are talking about and time when we are speaking. Of the three types 

of input that every activity needs - material goods, skills, and time. 

According to me, perhaps the least understood is time. We have 

many ways to express time. Adverbs and adverbial phrases of time 

are one of the devices to use in time most effective. Like other kinds 

of words: model and article system, adverbs and adverbial phrases of 

time also cause some problem for language learners. The system of 

English and Vietnamese adverb are very large and they have a variety 

of functions and maybe in order to achieve this system, the learners 

must have a wholly view to them. Lado R[30] has said: “The very 

notion of thinking without reference to time is difficult even for us 

even to imagine” Both English and Vietnamese have grammatical, 

lexical devices, structure and expression relating to time. However, 

there are a lot of differences between the two language in term of 

expressing temporal meaning. Experience in teaching English shows 

that both beginners and even advanced ones feel difficulty in using 

adverbs and adverbial phrases. 
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In addition, this thesis has been done for several reasons. 

Firstly, it is interesting for learners to study some adverbs in time 

between English and Vietnamese. Secondly, concept of adverbs will 

be more clear and specific in term of semantic fields. Lastly, the 

beauty and the feature of adverbs should be studied to apply to 

foreign language teaching method. 

It is the fact that using adverbs in general, especially adverbs 

and adverbial phrases of time, is really a problem to Vietnam learner. 

The difficulties are not only in syntax, but also in semantic and 

pragmatic meaning. Maybe the main reason is the ways we use in 

two languages. 

In this paper, the concept of adverbs and AdvET is discussed 

grammatically, semantically and pragmatically. In grammar, adverbs 

and AdvET is usually referred to as a grammatical category realized 

through tenses. In pragmatic, aspects of adverbs and AdvET referred 

to an event can be located or deducted from certain speech acts or 

presuppositions. The last but not least in semantics, adverbs and 

AdvET is generally recognized and located by a specific function or 

variety of temporal meaning.  

Choosing the topic “An Investigation into Adverbs and 

Adverbial Phrases Expressing Time in English versus 

Vietnamese- A Cognitive Semantic Perspective.” we hope that we 

can contribute to enrich the adverbs system. Also, we hope that the 

learners will find it easier to use adverbs exactly and benefit a lot 

from this study. It enables them to understand more about the 
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different usage of semantic of adverbs. All these things force me to 

choose this topic. 

1.2. PURPOSE OF  THE STUDY 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and study adverbs 

and AdvET in English and Vietnamese in cognitive semantic 

perspective. Through this analysis the study aims at the description of 

the adverbs and AdvET systematically of the two languages. In terms 

of theory, the thesis focus on identifying the similarities and 

differences in the use of adverbs and AdvEP to locate time therefore 

finding the cognitive process as well as some cultural factors 

influencing their choices. Furthermore, this thesis also aims at the 

description of how these expressions function in English sentence, 

especially the contribution to the truth conditions of the sentences 

where they occur. In particular, the study helps students realize the 

importance of how to use adverbs and AdvET correctly in both 

languages, and make it more common and closer to Vietnamese 

learners. Moreover, the practical information in this thesis can raise 

language users’ awareness of the subtle differences between the two 

languages in the ways of using adverbs and AdvET so that they can 

supply their communicative purpose in real life. 

1.3. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Adverbs and adverbial phrases of time can be explored in 

many various aspects such as: semantics, syntax, pragmatics and 

logics…, However, this study limits itself to the cognitive semantic 

perspective. Because oft the limitation of time and my own ability, in 

this study we just focus on the meaning of the adverbs and adverbial 
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phrases of time in the two languages with the hope that we can seek 

the differences and similarities in time cognition of English and 

Vietnamese people. As far as we know, together with adverbs and 

adverbial phrases of time, tense and temporal prepositions also play 

an important role in expressing time meaning. However, in this 

thesis, I just mention them in order to support ideas to further clarify 

what I will investigate and discuss. Lastly, we look at some 

interferences of Vietnamese with the learner’s acquisition of English. 

We also suggest some teaching techniques in hope of making a small 

contribution to foreign language teaching methodology. 

1.4. HYPOTHESES  

Basing the remark of some previous researchers, the 

following hypothesis were found: 

- Both English and Vietnamese have a variety of adverbs and 

AdvET used to locate events and state time - There are some 

differences and similarities an choosing appropriate adverbs and 

AdvET in the two languages. 

- The frequency of adverbs and AdvET is different in English 

and Vietnamese documents and in the style of Vietnamese 

documents. 

- Most adverbs and AdvET derive from spatial ones and there 

is some relationship between spatial and temporal meanining of 

adverbs and AdvET. In other words, the meaning of adverbs and 

AdvET can be explained through the spatial meaning. 
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1.5. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In order to achieve the aims and objectives of the thesis, the 

following research questions will be addressed.  

What are the adverbs and adverbial phrases expressing time 

used in English and Vietnamese? 

What are the similarities and differences of adverbs and 

adverbial phrases of time in English and Vietnamese? 

Some application in teaching and learning English. 

1.6. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY  

The thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 is 

Introduction. In this section, we present the rationale for choosing the 

area for studying, the significance, the research scope, and the 

organization of the study. Simultaneously, the research questions, and 

the definition of terms are also touched upon as a guide to the 

following chapters of the study. In chapter 2 some of the previous 

studies will be reviewed so that we can understand the general 

approaches to the problem under investigation. Some related concepts 

such as concepts of adverbs and AdET in English and Vietnamese 

will be clarified through this chapter. Some main principles of 

cognitive semantic will be performed in this chapter because they are 

really necessary for conducting the study. Chapter 3 deals with the 

methods and the procedure of the study. Based on aims and 

objectives raised, the study determines the research design, data 

collection and analysis for carrying out the research. Chapter 4 shows 

the syntactic and semantic features of adverbs and AdvET in English 

and Vietnamese. In this section we will present and analyze a set of 
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data in English and Vietnamese in order to prove that adverbs and 

AdET are really a lexical device used to locate time of events or 

states. We also study the realization so-called adverbs and AdET and 

their completives in both language because most adverbs, AdET in 

English and Vietnamese are derived from spatial ones. Basis syntactic 

functions and syntactic positions of adverbs and AdvET will be also 

mentiomed in this chapter. Semantic features of adverbs and AdvET 

in English and Vietnamese are analyzed semantically. As we state in 

the scope of the study we will focus on the adverbs and AdvET which 

can be used in both space and time so that we can find out the 

relationship between time and space as well as the perception of time 

in relation with space of English and Vietnamese people. We also try 

to analyze the relation which English and Vietnamese adverbs and 

AdvET denote logically as we can. The last section of the thesis is 

Conclusion and Implications, is the review of the whole thesis by 

summarizing the main points of the study. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND 

2.1.  A REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS STUDIES RELATED 

TO THE PROBLEM 

The concept of time especially temporal adverbs has been 

studied and discussed in many various books and papers by a great 

number of linguists. In English, Moens [36] explained semantics of 

temporal expressions to constrain possible temporal interpretation.  
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In respects of time and tenses. Frawley [17] looked at time 

under the term of native time, time line and linguistic time. Austin J 

[5], Searle J [44] and Yule G [48] also looked at some temporal 

aspects through the study of temporal deixis or deitic expression of 

time. Collin Cobuild [11] gathered all English adverbs and 

investigated meanings, positions and functions of those adverbs and 

adverbs groups in details.  

In contrast with other major word classes (i.e. nouns, verbs 

and adjectives),adverbs form a much less homogeneous category. 

Quirk et al. [42,438], for example, say: “Because of its great 

heterogeneity, the adverb class is the most nebulous andpuzzling of 

the traditional word classes. Indeed, it is tempting to say that the 

adverb isan item that does not fit the definitions of other word 

classes.” Chalker [8,189] has a similar opinion; as she puts it, 

“adverbs have been described as the least satisfactory of the 

traditional parts of speech‟. In fact, this word class is rather a rag-bag 

for wordsthat will not fit anywhere else.” Givón [19,71] emphasizes 

that the heterogeneity of adverbs is displayed at all levels of analysis 

– in their morphology, syntax andsemantics.(background) 

In Vietnamese, in the book “ Ngu Phap Tieng Viet”, Nguyen 

Tai Can [50] introduced some temporal adverbs in Vietnamese but he 

only focus on explaining their structure. Nguyen Kim Than[58] 

looked at some Vietnamese adverbs denoting time in the context. 

It seems that studying adverbs and AdvET as a part of 

grammar hase been done since the beginning of linguistics. However, 

in recent years, many researchers have applied the term of cognitive 
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linguistics to analyze and explain natural language, especially 

adverbs and AdvET. These contributions of cognitive linguistics are 

in domain of space, time and color. This affirmation has been proved 

through the works on spatial and temporal fields. Ian Pratt[40] 

presents an account of the semantics of the English temporal 

prepositions and some related temporal adverbials. This account aims 

to describe how these expressions function in English sentences, and 

in particular how they contribute to the truth-conditions of the 

sentences in which they occur. Our account will be couched at a 

sufficiently formal level to enable us to define a procedure for 

assessing the validity of a range of arguments couched in everyday 

temporal English. We develop a temporal representation language, 

TL, into which English sentences involving temporal prepositions 

can be naturally translated. Telmo Móia[35] concerned with 

identifications of two semantically close categories – temporal 

locating adverbials and time-denoting expressions. Jacqueline 

Jacqueline Gueron, Lecarme[21] : states that“Our proposal holds for 

all time adverbials whether they have the semantics of locational or 

durational adverbs.The principles of cognitive grammar have been 

used by the Vietnamese writers such as Lý Toàn Thắng[59], Nguyễn 

Lai [56], Phan Van Hoa[53] to investigate adverbs and AdvET and 

words of space in the Vietnamese language. Those writers have 

studied English adverbs and AdvET in comparison with Vietnamese 

counterpart.  

2.2. THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 

2.2.1. Concept of adverbs in natural language 
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2.2.1.1. English adverbs 

Linguistic say that the English language is an adverb 

language. This indicates that “adverbs” is one of the most useful parts 

of the English language. Adverbs can be considered as a sub-system 

with particular syntactic and semantic features. In the traditional 

studies, adverbs were usually defined and taken into considerations. 

According to Asher[4] his definition about English adverbs is that it 

comes from the word adverbium in the grammar of Rome and then 

were translated into Greece epirrhema.  

2.2.1.2. Vietnamese Adverbs 

Whereas English adverbs and adverb groups have been 

familiar in some grammar books, Vietnamese adverbs have still not 

been considered seriously and systematically. There hasn’t been a 

unique definition of adverbs in Vietnamese language. Nguyen Dinh 

Hoa [54]states that adverbs- this word class includes lexemes which 

accompany content word and server to modify the meaning of that 

head word either in a nominal or verbal expressions. An adverb has 

Tran Trong Kim in “Vi ệt Nam Văn Phạm” [55,122-147] states that in 

Vietnamese there is no word called: “adverb” There is a word that 

modifies the meaning for a verb, or a clause. It has the same functions 

as English However, this definition is rarely claimed by other 

Vietnamese linguistics.  

2.2.2. Formal features of adverb and adverb groups 

AdvGs have number of general characteristics which 

distinguished them from other classes of groups. They are as follows: 
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- They express a wide variety of types and subtypes of 

meaning. 

- They perform a wide variety of syntactic functions 

- They can occupy many different positions in clause 

structure, when functioning as Adjunct and Disjuncts. 

In a AdvGs both the adverb and the completive are also 

obligatory. However, not all AdvGs contain a modifier. The structure 

of the AdvGs cab be showed as follow:  

Table 2.1. The Structure of the AdvGs 

       AdvGs 

  

 

 m        h          q 

 1.  h   early 

 2.  hq   early  in the morning 

 3.  mh  very  early 

 4.  mhq  very  early  in the morning 

 

(source: Downing A and Lock P, A university Course in English 

Grammar) 

[13,p.548] 

2.2.3. Adverb and AdvET and classification 

Together with spatial meaning, those of time are the most 

important and popular. The concepts of time has been studied by 

some philosopher. Aristotle [28] states that time is a perceptual 

successions and is made continuous by the “now” and divided at the 
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“now” point.Lu and Ma [33,445] classified temporal adverbs into 

four classes of semantic roles, namely, time, frequency, duration, and 

time manner. Following Klein [28] in order to test hiscategories of 

time adverbs in the first place, the 120 adverbs were initially roughly 

categorised in the following groups: Point in time, frequency, 

duration, adverbs describing inherent temporal properties of a 

situation, adverbs which can indicate the position of a situation in a 

series of situations, a group of quite different adverbs which fit 

neither of the other five classes. Klein (28) also mentions the English 

adverbs still, already and again. Angela Downing and Phillip Locke 

[13,551] classified adverbs into five categories: moment, frequency, 

duration, relation and sequence. 

2.2.4. The principles of cognitive semantics: 

2.2.4.1.  Meaning is conceptualization in a cognitive model 

(not truth conditions in possible worlds) 

2.2.4.2. Cognitive modals are mainly perceptually 

determined (meaning is not independent of perception)  

2.2.4.3. Semantic elements are based on spatial or 

topological objects (not symbols that can be composed according to 

some system of rules) 

2.2.4.4. Cognitive models are primarily image-schema (not 

propositional)  

2.2.4.5.  Semantic is primary to syntax and partly 

determines it (syntax cannot be described independently of 

semantics) 
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2.2.4.6. Concepts show prototype effects (instead of 

following the Aristolelian paradigm based on necessary and 

sufficient conditions) 

 

CHAPTER 3 

METHOD AND PROCEDURES 

3.1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES  

Aims 

This study aims at providing the learners with the choices of 

Adverbs and Adverbial phrases of time in English and Vietnamese on 

the viewpoint of cognitive semantics, detailed description on 

semantics.  

Objective 

This study is planned to achieve the following objectives: 

- To make further investigation of time, especially concepts 

of adverbs and adverbial phrases of time in English and Vietnamese. 

-  To examine the realization of adverbs and adverbial 

phrases of time, feature of their completive in English and 

Vietnamese. 

- To discuss the functions adverbs and adverbial phrases of 

time in clause and larger groups of words in English and Vietnamese. 

- To analyze the semantics features of adverbs and 

adverbial phrases of time in English versus in Vietnam 

- To point out the similarity and difference between English 

and Vietnamese counterparts in terms of syntactic and semantic 
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features and hence find out the ways the two people conceive of time 

across languages. 

- To figure out some methods useful for teaching and 

translating between the two languages. 

3.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 

Thesis is based on the descriptive, quantitative, qualitative, 

contrastive methods. English is chosen as the first language, and 

Vietnamese servers as the second language. 

The theoretical background is set up with references to both 

Vietnamese and foreign publications. Basing on the cognitive theory 

to study and develop my thesis is through. Most of the analysis is 

carried out on a small number of data but in great detail in order to 

help the reader recognize the use of temporal adverbs in cognitive 

semantic perspective. The discussions are organize into chapters. 

Each chapter is divided into sections to deal with specific areas of 

study. 

3.3. PROCEDURE – DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  

The steps involved are as followed: 

- Choosing the topic to investigate by reviewing the 

previous studies. 

- Choosing the approach to the problem and the theoretical 

background: 

 + It is a qualitative and descriptive study it is necessary to 

exploit large source of materials relating to the problem under 

investigations. From that source of materials we tried to choose the 

most reliable ones which could provide us with the basic theoretical 
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background as well as practical evidence. We had to look at the 

materials thoroughly as we could write the summaries or notes and 

then choose the appropriate viewpoint on adverb and AdvET to 

follow. In the study we decided to take the point of view on English 

adverb and AdvET of Downing A. and Locke P [13 ] into account. In 

Vietnamese we present the criteria on adverb and AdvET by Nguyen 

Dinh Hoa[54] These viewpoints were respected in collecting data. 

 

CHAPTER 4 

SEMANTIC FEATURES OF ENGLISH AND VIETNAMESE 

ADVERBS AND AdvET 

4.1. THE PATH OF SEMANTIC EVOLUTION 

Semantics has quite a long history going back thousands of 

years. It is indeed true to say that it is as old as the history of 

linguistics. However, the word “semantics” made its earliest entry 

into the Old English Dictionary only in the 1890s, interpreted as the 

study of meaning. Semantic has to be “linguistic”. And what is 

“linguistic” should be clarified. For some, “lnguistic” is related to the 

discripline of linguistics. For others, it is just about natural language. 

And we just want to use this term in the latter sense. Frawley [17] use 

the same term “linguistic semantics” stating in different terms about 

its coverage. And the term does not necessarily cover the same 

ground. This is what Frawley [17,12] say about linguistic semantics: 

“...and linguistic semantics is the study of meaning in so far as it is 

systematically encoded in the vocabulary and grammar of natural 

languages”. Meaning for Frawley would include that which is 
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traditionally dealt with in semantics (literal meaning) and that which 

is within pragmatics (nonliteral meaning). Frawley on the other hand 

defines in obvious terms linguistic semantics as the study of literal, 

decontextualized, grammatical meaning. Frawley’s view of linguistic 

semantics would exclude what we call lexical meaning from 

investigation. In point of fact, grammatical meaning for Frawley is 

the information that bears on the structural design of the language as 

a formal system. Jackendoff [24] holds a similar view when he 

believes that this kind of meaning is central to conceptual semantics. 

4.2. ADVERBS AND ADVET AS A LEXICAL DEVICE FOR 

REFERRING TO TIME INFORMATION IN ENGLISH 

4.2.1. Adverbs and AdvET in English 

In English, a writer/speaker many different kinds of linguistic 

devices to express and locate states, events in time , such as 

grammatical devices e.g tense, lexical devices, functional words or 

adjectives or a combination of grammatical devices and lexical items. 

One of the major grammatical devices is tenses. Asher R.E [4, p4558] 

says that: “Tenses servers to locate situations (events, states, 

processes, actions) in time, for example, as overlapping some other 

time point or period, or even as being before and after some other 

time point or period” Downing A and Locke P [13, p353] confirms 

Asher’s remark that: “Tense is the expression of time relation by 

means of verbs. It refers to events situated at points along the linear 

flow of time in reference to the “now” “or” “speech time”. Together 

with tensed forms, adverbs and AdvET canhelp us to decide the exact 
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time frames to interval of the situation or events mentioned in the 

sentence. 

(1) American officials says a recent terror warning is based 

mainly on information collected by al-Quaeda before the 2001 

terrorist attacks.             [71, p8] 

(2) The officials say they do not know al-Quaeda agents 

are still watching the same buildings.          [71, p8] 

4.2.2 Realization of English adverb and AdvET 

There are a wide range of adverb and AdvET in English. In 

the previous studies, Hudson, R. [23 ] have investigated a great deal 

of adverb and AdvET and divided them into many categories.  

As well as the other adverb, adverb and AdvET in English 

may be: 

- Single word adverbs: late, soon, again, just, now, then, 

when…. 

- Some adverb in –ly: initially, immediately, presently, 

recently… 

- Two-word adverbs: this morning, last night, yesterday 

morning…  

- Three – word adverbs: the day after tomorrow, the day 

before yesterday… This type has the form Noun + Prep + Noun 

(7a) Up to this year Mowgli has always delighted in the turn 

of seasons.              [69, p.5] 

(7b) She never looked up, and never spoke, the firelight 

playing over her motionless figure.        [68.p.18]  
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4.2.3 Characteristics of completives in English temporal 

adverb group 

As we concerned, the completives in temporal adverbial 

groups is quite little. The number of completives which follow a 

temporal adverb may be a sentence (as “He gets up” in “He gets up 

early”), a verb (as come in “come late”), a noun (as Tuesday in “last 

Tuesday”), a noun phrase as (the day before in “ the day before 

yesterday”), a preposition as (from in “from now”) etc.... There are 

two kinds: time-denoting expressions and event-denoting expressions. 

4.2.4. Adverbs and AdvET in Vietnamese 

In general, we can see that Vietnamese speaker use no 

grammatical devices to relate the time of action or event to the time 

of utterance. On the contrary, the Vietnamese rely on lexical items for 

time reference. Because Vietnamese is a non-inflectional language, 

the form itself is unchanged. The Vietnamese use particular function 

words (ñã, ñương, ñang, sẽ...) and temporal words (bây giờ, ngày nay, 

mai sau...) to express time or event.  

(20) Ngay từ ñầu, tôi phải nói vậy ñể tự dặn mình, tự ra lệnh 

cho mình........                                                                  [76 ,p.50] 

4.2.5. Realization of Vietnamese adverbsanf AdvET 

Adverbs and AdvET in Vietnamese is a problem for almost 

readers and writers. As we concerned, the previous authors do not 

really focus on studying Vietnamese temporal adverbs, some authors 

consider adverbs and AdvET as an extra element in a sentence maybe 

the reason is that they find it difficult to clarify the boundary adverbs 

and AdvET with other parts of speech, particularly in an isolating 
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language as Vietnamese.  

23) Nhà em mấy hôm nay ñang dọn cái chỗ làm mới ở phố 

ngoài kia. Ngày mai xong. Xin mời bác ñến                         [76 ,p.57] 

(24) Ngày mai em phải ra ñi rồi.                               [75 ,p.15] 

Ngay mai is a subject in (23) but is an adverb in (24) 

4.2.6. Characteristics of completives in Vietnamese adverbs 

and AdvET 

We can see that the meaning of the adverbs and AdvET is a 

relational meaning. So we cannot investigate the meaning of adverbs 

and AdvET without the appearance of their completives. The 

completives following the adverbs and AdvET clarify or other word, 

give it a name. Of course the completives of a adverbs and AdvET 

will convey and denote time information. Completives of a adverbs 

and AdvET can be a noun phrase, preposition phrase , a finite clause 

or subjectless clause. 

4.3. SYNTACTIC FEATURES OF ENGLISH AND 

VIETNAMESE ADVERBS AND AdvET 

 In his chapter 1972 monograph Jackendoff [24] begins the 

chapter on adverbs saying,“the adverb is perhaps the least studied and 

most maligned part of speech,... maltreated beyond the call of duty”. 

Twenty-five years later the analysis of adverbs continues to receive 

relatively little attention in the linguistic literature (notable exceptions 

include Ernst[15], Alexiadou [1], and Cinque [9]. This is surprising 

given that adverb placement is extremely widely used as a probe on 

syntactic structure. 
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4.3.1. Syntactic Function of English adverbs and AdvET 

In English, temporal adverbs or adverbs and AdvET, whether 

simple (head element only) or complex (with modifier and qualifier), 

realize the following syntactic functions as elements of group and 

clause structures or outside clause:  

4.3.2. Syntactic Functions of Vietnamese Adverbs and AdvET   

Investigating in many different documents and novels, 

newspapers etc.., we can realize the common of TAdvGs. 

- TAdvGs can function as modifier in a prepotitional group. 

- TAdvGs can function as a modifier in a NGs. 

-  TAdvGs can function as subject in a sentence. 

-  TAdvGs can function as temporal complement. 

Table 4.1 Statistics on the number of temporal adverb groups in 

the English and Vietnamese Documents 

LANGUAGES DOCUMENTS Co S A C M 

ENGLISH 
1.The Jungle Books 

2.The quiet American

4 

4 

5 

0 

1225

225 

75 

88 

14 

5 

VIETNAMESE 
1. Lặng lẽ Sa Pa 

2. Bức Tranh 

33 

12 

0 

2 

312 

852 

65 

46 

6 

42 

4.3.3. Syntactic Positions of English and Vietnamese Adverb 

and AdvET 

If English and Vietnamese temporal adverbs function as 

adjunct, they can be realized as front and end positions, sometimes in 

the middle of the sentence. 
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4.4. SEMANTIC FEATURES OF ENGLISH AND 

VIETNAMESE ADVERBS AND AdvET 

4.4.1. The semantic of time 

It is easy to find that time is very simple in semantics. We can 

think of it as a sequence of points time line located on an imaginary 

(or "time axis"). In spite of the fact that there are three-dimensional in 

space , time is to the vertical axis (up-down) or the lateral axis (left-

right). 

4.4.2. Semantic Feature of Temporal Adverbs Denoting 

Moment Meaning 

Temporal adverbs denoting moment meaning are the ones 

answering the question When? It means that these adverbs based on 

the canonical time periods, i.e. time units (hours days, months, years), 

calendar unit names (April, Thursday), and the qualitative periods of 

the day (morning, evening, etc.) and the season (spring, summer, etc.), 

as denoting time spans, except for hours, which are commonly used to 

denote points in time, e. g at five o'clock contrasting with location in 

time spans such as in the morning, in 1962 

4.4.2.1. Location in hour 

As we mentioned above, hour is the only time unit that is often 

to denote temporal location at a point rather than in a time span. We 

can say 'in the fifth hour', but we are much more likely to say ‘after 

four o'clock' or 'between five and six ', using non-simultaneous 

markers the hours which are used with simultaneous location markers 

mainly a point in time. On the basis of this semantic, hours tend to be 

marked with one-dimension. 
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4.4.2.2. Location in day parts and seasons 

"Day parts" means that the parts of the periods of the day are 

more complicated than the hours. There is a tendency for the different 

day parts to behave in a parallel way (in the morning, in the afternoon, 

in the evening)  

4.4.2.3. Location in days, months, years, and festivals 

Days, months and years are the prototype of time units. One 

general observation is that as a rule moment location in time periods is 

expressed by fairly abstract spatial markers, often the most 

grammaticalized spatial markers.  

4.4.2.4. Zero or minimal marking with certain modifiers 

Zero marking of temporal location popular in English. We saw 

zero marking appears in all or almost all simultaneous functions, 

Particularly day parts, days of the week and seasons tend to be zero 

marked. There is a class of expressions which consists of various time 

periods combined with modifiers, especially demonstratives, the 

adjectives 'last' and 'n ext', and the universal determiner 'every'. 

4.4.3. Semantic Feature of Temporal Adverbs Denoting 

Frequency Meaning  

Frequency adverbs tell more about aspect Nilsen[37], 

implying that lexical entries on these have to contain information on 

whether they denote a repetition or not – whether they express the 

measurement in number of times (twice) Quirk [71], or whether they 

denote the period of time by which the frequency is measured daily 

Information on aspect of the adverb. 
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4.5. DISCUSSION 

With the results of the analysis of temporal adverb in English 

and Vietnamese, we come to the discussion the similarities and 

difference through the linguistic feature and time perception as 

below: 

4.5.1. Similarities  

English and Vietnamese people have a lot common in 

choosing temporal adverbs to express temporal meaning. Adverbs 

and AdvET are really the lexical device used to encode time 

information in the two languages. Mostly in syntax, the functions of 

temporal adverbs in English and Vietnamese are the same, they are 

both modifiers and completives. In Englsih and Vuietnamese the 

number of noun phrases and prepositional phrases used as temporal 

adverb is rather large. 

4.5.2. Differences 

Firstly, in the moment realationship, the English temporal 

adverb only denote the point of time and time span whereas the 

Vietnamese one shows two relationships such as the united 

relationship, the root and derivation meaning relationship, however, in 

English are primarily adverbs of postion but in Vietnamese they show 

the movement of meaning as explained in the previous parts. 

Secondly, in the temaining relationship such as sequence, realtion, 

frequency, duration, according to the result of the statistics, 

Vietnamese have more complicated in use that English. Lastly, In 

semantic, English people have a wide range of choosing adverd 

encoding the duration.  

4.5.3. Temporal Cognition of English and Vietnamese People 

Across Language 
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In this section I want to mention some simple methods to 

teach and learn English temporal adverbs effectively. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSIONS  

This thesis talks about the temporal adverbs(adverbs and 

AdvET)In English and Vietnamese on cognitive semantic perspective. 

On the principle of the concept, definition of cognitive semantic and 

the contrastive linguistic, the thesis try to study , identify and 

interpret the relational meaning conveyed in each temporal adverbs in 

the two language into five aspects of meanings. 

In this thesis, we try to find out more theoretical background 

and then we can carry out the study easier. 

By counting with supprted examples, we can see that the 

number of temporal adverbs in English and Vietnamese are nearly 

the same.  

We explain the temporal adverb in syntax and then semantic. 

Temporal adverbs in English and Vietnamese are divided into 5 

groups of meaning as mentioned above. At last but not least, we 

discuss the temporal cognition of English and Vietnamese from the 

descriptions and analysis of semantics to find out the difficulties that 

the learners encounter when learning English.  

5.2. IMPLICATIONS 

Studying about the semantics of temporal adverbs may be 

useful for both teachers and learners in the way that they can make 

themselves have an orientation in teaching and learning. From the 

similarities of the two languages, the learners can acquire English 
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easier. In teaching English temporal adverbs, the teachers should 

focus on the differences between the two languages so that thay can 

find out some method to help the learners use English temporal 

adverbs naturally and effectively. When the learner overcome this 

difficulty, they have the motivation of learning English.  

5.3.LIMITATION 

Because of the fact that we don’t have more and resources of 

material which related to the problem investigated, particular 

Vietnamese materials, we can not avoid some weakness in the these. 

First, the theoratical background may not satisfy the readers 

because we need more concepts to clarify the problem we are 

dicussing. The term used in the study are not exact enough. One 

concept can be denoted by different terms. We find it difficult to 

offer an equivelent in English from Vietnamese as there are many 

different terms used by Vietnamese linguists and there are many 

differences in meaning so one-to-one correspondence is rather 

limitted. Secondly, the authors of the thesis have difficulty in dealing 

with Vietnamese terms. Thirdly, the cognitive semantic are not widly 

used by Vietnamese writers so it cause the writer of the thesis a lot of 

difficulties in conducting the research in a comprehensive way.  

5.4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  

We want to develop the areas of time concept and temporal 

meaning in the further study in future research. First, we should 

mention more about the pragmatics field. Secondly, we discuss the 

parallel structure of time expressions in English and Vietnamese. 

Thirldy, how to translate temporal adverbs in English and 

Vietnamese effectively. Lastly, an ivestigation should be connected 

with tenses.  


